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WO of the standout winning

performances for Johnston

Racing in June came with

victories in a Group 3 and a Listed race.

The wins early in the month by Nayef

Road, in the Group 3 Sagaro Stakes, and

Marie’s Diamond in the Listed Paradise

Stakes, ensured those horses were part

of the yard’s team for Royal Ascot. And

both produced outstanding performances

in defeat in their respective Group 1

races at Ascot, as covered on page 9.

The Sagaro Stakes, an important

trial for the Gold Cup at Royal

Ascot, was first run as a Group

race in 1984 and was won by the

great Double Trigger in 1995 and

1996, while Dee Ex Bee gave

Mark his third winner of the race

last year.

Challenge

Johnston Racing provided

three of the 11 runners for this

year’s event, which was

switched from its normal Ascot

venue to Newcastle. The Galileo

colt Nayef Road, owned by

Mohamed Obaida, was joined by

King’s Advice and

Mildenberger. 

At the two-furlong marker

Ben Curtis sent Nayef Road into

the lead, pursued by

Mildenberger. Prince of Arran

then threw down a challenge with

a late thrust, but the Kingsley

Park pair weren’t for catching,

and at the line Nayef Road had

won by three-quarters of a length

from Mildenberger, the pair a

length and a half clear of Prince of

Arran.

“Nayef Road stays well and

everything went perfectly to plan,”

a delighted Ben told the Klarion. 

“I got a lovely position from stall

10 and he travelled round

beautifully. When I went for him he

put the race to bed and it was an

armchair ride for me.”

*********

Another alteration to the fixture list this

year because of the coronavirus

outbreak was the switching of the

Big wins which booked 
their tickets to Ascot!

Paradise Stakes, a Listed event over a

mile for four-year-olds and upwards

normally run at Ascot in April, to

Newmarket’s meeting on June 5.

Silvestre de Sousa took the ride on

Marie’s Diamond and he turned in a

master class on Middleham Park

Racing’s doughty four-year-old. Smartly

away from stall 7, Marie’s Diamond was

asked to make all the running by

Silvestre who, crucially, bagged the far

rail, which turned out to be something

of a ‘golden highway’.

Travelling strongly throughout,

the Footstepsinthesand colt was

pursued by Lord Tennyson from the

outset, but entering the final

furlong, Marie’s Diamond went

clear of the field. 

At the line he had won by four

and a quarter lengths from Lord

Tennyson, with stablemate Vale of

Kent, finishing fast on the far rail

under Joe Fanning, just failing to

grab second place by a neck.

This was his sixth career

success, and his second at Listed

level following last year’s success

in the Pomfret Stakes at Pontefract.

As a juvenile, he won the Group 3

Anglesey Stakes at the Curragh,

and finished second in a brace of

Group 2 races, the Railway Stakes

at The Curragh, and the Richmond

Stakes at Goodwood.

ARK was delighted with

Marie’s Diamond’s run. “It

was a very good

performance,” he said.

“He has already won a Group race so

hopefully he can get back to that level.”

For members of the winning MPR

syndicate, unable to attend Newmarket

during the current ‘behind closed doors’

arrangements, their enjoyment of the

win was enhanced by ITV Racing

featuring syndicate manager Mike

Prince by Zoom prior to, and after, the

win. It was good to see him celebrate the

win!

How Nayef Road and Marie’s Diamond clinched . . 
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